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1

Executive Summary
Facing a seemingly insatiable demand for data connectivity, combined with eroding data
revenues, telecommunications networks and data centres are having to deliver much
more for less driving new business models and creative solutions to service delivery.
Virtualisation - where rapid deployment and redeployment of network assets and
functionality to meet demand takes place through machine rather than human control has become essential to support new emerging business models, competition from Over
the Top providers, ongoing commoditisation of traditional transport services and revenue
erosion. There really is no choice but to make network virtualisation work.
Network virtualisation has been hyped as a disruptive technology that enables service
providers to achieve this. Unlike many new technologies, network virtualisation fulfils a
clear business need beyond Capital Expenditure (CAPEX) and Operational Expenditure
(OPEX) reduction. Network virtualisation provides operators with the opportunity to
derive more value from operational and planned network and data centre assets.
The most established network virtualisation components are the;


The Software Defined Network (SDN) and



Network Function Virtualisation (NFV).

NFV and SDN provides a unique opportunity to bring IT and telecommunications
Capacity Planning together. Historically, IT and telecommunications capacity planning
functions have existed in very separate silos, using their own processes and
methodologies. We argue that with NFV the consolidation of IT and telecommunications
capacity management functions is required in order to obtain true end-to-end visibility of
the networking real estate, and be able to match overall capacity and business demands.
This White Paper addresses one of the most critical elements in making network
virtualisation successful: Capacity Management. To date, even the more enlightened
operators – those that have embraced the need for an automated virtualised network have failed to appreciate the need to properly consider capacity planning and
orchestration as a means to derive the most effective benefit from infrastructure assets.
Yet capacity management is essential if margins are to be maintained, as Tony Fallows,
CEO Aria Networks states
“There have been claims that Capacity Planning would no longer be needed
with NFV because NFV could always dynamically create new resources as
required. It is true that NFV does provide mechanisms to address
dynamically changing demands. However, we expect that for quite a long
time we would be operating in a hybrid environment where some network
functions would be virtualized (e.g. IMS, EPC), while others would not (e.g.
DWDM systems, Core MPLS switches).”
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The management of capacity will also be key during the transition to a managed virtual
network. It will migrate from an operational requirement to a more strategic planning
need: one based on an understanding of how applications and services change over
time, facilitating a more holistic dimensioning of capacity.
A small number of vendors are starting to consider the network in this manner. Aria
networks corporate inception was built around the concept of “intelligent Virtual Network
Topologies” as productised in its iVNT platform. Cyan have a similar view, specifically
with respect to the definition of capacity templates using standards like HEAT and
TOSCA. Cyan Networks CTO, Steve West, believes
“If systems are to be able to effectively orchestrate the management of
capacity then the definition of Capacity must be presented to the
Orchestrator and support systems in the form of reusable templates that
can encode information not only about raw capacity but also its relationship
to other capacity in the system.”
The endgame will be a self-managed Virtual Network. The transition to this model will
require the management of legacy network elements and SDN enabled components. It
will also require the orchestration between islands of network functionality, such as data
centres, access, core, wireless and wire-line networks. Each will have its own network
orchestrator but if end to end services are to be managed dynamically, there needs to be
the provision of a “global orchestration” function between orchestrators. This global
orchestration will take the form of a population of orchestrators communicating with each
other through an open standard, as outlined by Nik Willets, Chief Strategy Officer at the
TMF Forum.
“One Reason for the network-wide coordination of the entire process of
creating a truly virtualised network is that the ultimate vision will be control
over massive resources including complex heterogeneous radio access
networks down to ubiquitous Wi-Fi hotspots. This is not a time for
piecemeal solutions.”
Vendors who provide management and orchestrator functionality for services and
applications will need to model networks in a different way. Specifically they will need to
consider:
1. A data driven definition on a network
2. A data driven definition of capacity
The former is really an SDN enabler. Once networks can be defined simply by data any
network architecture can be modelled or tweaked in real time. How the network
functionality changes is a defined by the second requirement, the NFV enabler. The latter
separates the definition and interrelationships of capacity from the hardware and its
consumption by a service.
Aria Networks vision has always been to construct a data driven network definition of
capacity. These are realised in two flagship products:
1. intelligent Virtual Network Topology” (iVNT) - a generic routing product
2. Capacity Planner - a resource manager and defines capacity and its
consumption in reusable data driven templates.
The industry has now caught up with our vision and instantiated it with SDN and NFV.
Concepts like the Software Define Data Centre (SDDC) should be viewed as applications
of this approach. This whitepaper places capacity management and orchestration front
and centre of the evolution to a true service enabled virtual network constructed on the
principles of NFV and SDN.
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Network operators and operators of networks of large data centres need to effectively
plan, optimise and orchestrate capacity to derive the best possible value from
infrastructure assets, planning operational and capital expenditure and delivering the
most effective capacity management from their networks. Central to this objective is
effectively understanding the current and future demands on a network and enabling the
network to optimise itself in real time to deliver to these demands.

1.1

Introduction
The demand for data services, both on a micro and macro level, has been the single
most defining issue in computing across the last 10-20 years and is likely to remain so in
the future. This is driven by a number of factors.
The first is the explosion of data on mobile. Growth in mobile data demand and the app
explosion is expected to continue apace, driven by widespread global adoption of
smartphones and tablets. In February 2014, Cisco predicted an 11 fold increase in traffic
by 2018. Furthermore, according to Amdocs (State of the RAN report February 2014),
new mobile devices launched in 2013 consumed (on average) seven times those
launched in 2009.
A second factor is the ease with which data intense content can be shared. Social
networking sites and apps have made it easier than ever to share images, video and
audio. More than six billion hours of video are watched every month on YouTube, with
more than 100 hours of video being uploaded every single minute (source: YouTube).
500 million Tweets are sent per day (source: Twitter). As of December 2013, 757 million
users log on to Facebook daily.
The third driver is the consumption of entertainment content in the home. New services
such as over the top (OTT) television and video services (Digital TV Research predicted a
growth in connected televisions of 147% up to 2018) as well as connected services such
as Netflix and broadcasters’ catch up services are driving vast increases in the
consumption of data, which will only grow further as HD and super HD services evolve.
Finally the growing need to record and retain digital data for compliance, combined with
the adoption of cloud services in business has driven an increased demand for storage
and backup in the corporate environment.
In short, there are more devices and more services driving data demand than ever
before. This will grow further in the future. The predicted growth of the Internet of Things
has the potential, for example, to dwarf human demand for data.
All this places unprecedented strain on networks (fixed and mobile), data centres and
computing assets. Network operators are straining to keep up with an almost unlimited
demand for new ways to create, share and consume data.
Yet growth in the demand for data has not been matched by growth in revenues. The
divergence between demand for data and revenue for data (driven by “all you can
consume” packages) is a serious issue for companies trying to drive profitability from
computing resources; see figure 2.
The evolution of a more fiercely competitive, margin constrained market demands new
thinking. Network virtualisation provides operators with the opportunity to derive more
value from operational and planned network and data centre assets.
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The only real solution is to remove as much cost as possible from the service delivery
process to support these new and evolving business models. The best methodology at
our disposal is network virtualisation to facilitate rapid reconfiguration and automation.

1.2

The Virtual Network
Every few years a new disruptive technology predicts changing business models with
associated new technical challenges. In the last few years this “disruptive signature” has
been seen with Network Function Virtualization (NFV), Software Defined Networks (SDN)
and applications of these like the Software Defined Data Centre (SDDC).
SDN was spawned from research collaboration between Stanford University and the
University of California at Berkley. NFV was a term launched by seven of the world’s
major service providers (the ETSI ISG). Despite the very different origins, the two should
be viewed as complementary and not competitive.
The catalyst and reason this will materialise into the future of the industry is that the driver
is very clearly business: the drive is margin led as opposed to technology led.
NFV and SDN provide a unique opportunity to bring IT and telecommunications capacity
planning together. Historically, IT and telecommunications capacity planning functions
have existed in very separate silos, using their own processes and methodologies. With
NFV, the consolidation of IT and telecommunications capacity planning functions can
deliver true end-to-end visibility of the networking estate and enable operators to match
overall capacity to business demands.
The network planning requirements for operators have been the same for decades:
reliably transporting data from A to B in the most cost effective method available.
30-50 years ago, transport of information was achieved by sending data (mainly voice
calls) in Time Division Multiplexing (TDM) networks on wire and fibre. A circuit was pointto-point and once established usually did not change or get reconfigured, let alone
optimised. Indeed, there have been studies that predicted significant savings by
optimising a network or re-grooming services, but the associated operational cost or risk
was too great to execute.
Reliable data transport and protection under failure features were built into the
equipment. As data requirements increased the speed of transmission was pushed
higher. Eventually Dense Wave Division Multiplexing (DWDM) was introduced which
carried TDM on individual wavelengths of light on a single fibre: the birth of fully fledged
optical networks. This was cheaper per bit but made planning for reliability and protection
harder. Operators had to manage three layers of network: Dense Wave Division
Multiplexing (DWDM), TDM and IP. DWDM networks transported the TDM circuits for
voice and more increasingly supporting data on IP, which was initially supported on TDM
and then straight onto DWDM.
Operators struggled for years with how to transport the increasing data load on networks
that were originally optimised for voice traffic. IP was suited to this task but required
network wide functions to emulate Quality of Service and provide content to end users
like Digital Subscriber Line (DSL) subscriber management, content distribution, directorybased service, security, Voice over IP (VOIP) etc.
These network functions would reside in specialised equipment at specific locations in the
network and vendors would differentiate themselves on features and price points.
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Circuits to these specialised pieces of equipment had to be engineered, and the data and
control plane started to separate.
With margins for data transport eroding in favour of cloud applications and services, there
has recently been a move towards commoditising equipment in favour of creating a
virtual network that can be reconfigured as necessary, in other words SDN.
SDN networks still provide key network characteristics like reliable transport, protection
under failure and network wide service functions, but they do so in software so rapid
configuration can be accommodated.
Management tools, like Aria’s iVNT, are still required to determine where a circuit needs
to be provisioned and where virtual network elements can be created to support new and
existing services. SDN controllers that orchestrate the network take performance
information and configure all resources. In short, a planning tool like Aria’s iVNT is the
intelligence behind the SDN managing capacity on the backdrop of traditional network
requirements.
The migration form a “hard wired” TDM based circuit world to a dynamic SDN based one
will result in moving function from hardware to software yet still providing the same
reliability but at a much lower cost point.

1.3

Hype or the answers to upcoming
business needs?
When the global requirement for computing power grew, the age of mainframes, for all
but the most specialised applications, gave way to the dawn of the personal computer or
enterprise sized server. Despite the best endeavours of hardware vendors to lock in
customers to a proprietary standard, interfaces became open. Computers and
computational power became a commodity to the point where a smartphone now has
more computing power than early computers and is a loss leader for a service contract.
The differentiation evolved from the processor type or memory to a vehicle to support
thousands of different user applications using functions like messaging, camera,
accelerometers, Geographical Position Systems (GPS) etc. in novel ways. Users’ habits
changed quickly as content became available. For the service provider, the value
became the contract with the user - the compute platform is just an enabler.
One of the key enablers of this compute revolution was the operating system that
orchestrated and managed resources. The operating system provided security,
connectivity, and marshalling of resources. Provision of published APIs provided a
standard platform to 3rd parties with which to develop applications. Today, the same
piece of hardware can act as a phone, TV, media centre, file store, email etc. This is
exactly the landscape that will unfold with NFV and SDN, or to be more generic, the
virtualisation of the network. The network is simply the conduit to deliver compelling
services. The value is in the services, not the transport mechanism.
Two different industries, each with a language of their own, are facing the challenges of
network virtualisation from two different angles. The first is the Data Centre community,
which has been moving toward reusable assets in the data centre to provide “virtual
machines” to users that can rapidly be configured. The second is the
telecommunications operators, which need to provide new services and functions
dynamically in an aggressive timescale.
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Figure 1 The Intelligent Virtualised Network is enabled by NFV and SDN.

Both have the same objective: to be able to deliver a virtual network that can be
configured and reconfigured dynamically without constraints of geography or hardware.
The two ends of the spectrum in terms of virtualisation are the network “as is” with
minimal adaptability (old school) and the nirvana of a Self-Organising Network (SON) that
can adapt on the fly to changing demands. The reality will be a hybrid and one that may
last for many years due to depreciation costs, experience and risk aversion. Managing
the transition to a virtualised network will require customers and vendors to adopt
practices from both the telecommunications and data centre worlds.

1.4

The Role of Capacity Management
This White Paper focuses on the management of capacity and its orchestration. The
management of capacity will be key during the transition and will migrate from an
operational requirement to a more strategic planning need.
Historically, capacity management has been low priority. The assumption has been that
it is cheaper and more effective to add more capacity than manage available capacity in
the network. In yesterday’s economics where revenue was broadly proportional to
capacity this could have held true but the situation has changed as shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2 Revenue and Traffic growth as a function of time showing the divergence due to the flat rate tariff.

There are many variations of the network reference diagram with varying degrees of
detail but the principles are shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3 Simple virtual network reference diagram showing where capacity management fits.

In a PC, smartphone, tablet or Set Top Box, the operating system acts as the
orchestrator: it enables apps; manages power and secures the device (along with millions
of other functions) – orchestrating the device to deliver services to the user.
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Similarly, in a network, the orchestration layer is performing the role of a “Network
Operating System”. It is responsible for separating the infrastructure from the
applications by providing a standard Application Programming Interface (API) to the
applications in one direction and to the network in the other. In some reference diagrams
the orchestrator has three functional groupings exposed; Performance monitoring,
service assurance and capacity management.
As with all transitions there will be a need to support legacy equipment alongside new
SDN enabled appliances so the orchestration layer will need to understand legacy
interfaces and include this in its activities.
As capacity management fits in the orchestration layer it is important to draw out more of
what the orchestrator is doing. The control or orchestration layer has to perform a
number of operations:

Service Creation



Path Computation



Topology discovery



Network state



Connection setup



Forecasting and trending



Performance monitoring and service assurance

In the MPLS/GMPLS layer most of the above can be performed by a stateful Path
Computational Element (PCE). If network virtualisation is to be realised this concept
needs to go beyond a PCE, even beyond a Wide Area Network (WAN) controller and
extended to more than Label Switched Paths (LSPs), e. i.a Virtual Capacity Manager
(VCM).
The current incarnation of the PCE as defined by the IETF requires the PCE to maintain
two important databases: the Traffic Engineering Database (TED) and the LSP State
Database (LSP-DB). The former is the Topology of the network and its current state.
The second contains all the paths in the network. If this was extended to include all
aspects of the virtualised network all the necessary elements to manage capacity can be
orchestrated in an effective manner. A more complete “capacity management” reference
diagram is shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4 Roll of the Virtual Capacity Manager in the orchestration layer
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2

Network Virtualisation
Requirements and Implementation
A global virtual network will consolidate the functions of many currently separately
managed networks. From a capacity management perspective, if the transition to a
virtualised network is to be realised, three key requirements must be addressed.
1. A generic representation of the network that can be instantiated for the
technology mix under consideration or operation.
2. A data driven representation of capacity that can be descried in reusable
templates.
3. A flexible way to create a process flow.
Obviously capacity management is only one aspect of a managed virtual network but sits
firmly in the controller / Orchestrator layer.

2.1

A generic representation of the network
Adaptability is the key facet of a virtualised network. What this means from a capacity
management perspective is the ability to respond to changes in network infrastructure.
In the past, the time scale of this change has been too long. To remain competitive the
Network needs to be abstracted from the technology - the network is simply a vehicle for
the support of services and applications and thus revenue. How the network does this
should not be a concern for the application layer.
All networks can be represented as a Graph (network), which is a collection of Vertices
(Nodes) and Edges (links) - properties appropriate to a technology domain.
At the highest level of abstraction the node could represent a large city or large Point of
Presence (PoP) and the links could represent rights of way or ducts between cities. At
the next level of detail the same nodes or links could represent routers or optical devices
and the links could be layer 2/3, optical fibre or wavelengths. A further level of detail
could represent the data centre as a network of aggregation switches, top of rack routers,
firewalls, load balancers etc. These networks all share the same structural principles but
differ in the data needed to represent the network and scale of interest.
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Figure 5 Generic definition of a Network

With this approach it becomes simpler to configure and rapidly reconfigure the network
model simply by changing the data required to model it. This delivers a software defined
network.
This approach has enabled Aria to simultaneously model many different technologies at
different scales and as well as compute interactions between layers.

2.2

A data driven definition of capacity
The second important requirement is a data driven definition of capacity that facilitates a
more detailed level of control.
To effectively manage capacity on a rapidly reconfiguring network, the capacity definition
and capacity requirements need to be data driven also. Again this has been done in the
past with the traditional “Intelligent Network” where service function was built from smaller
building blocks but the equipment those services ran on was still bespoke.
The definition of capacity needs to be abstracted also from the equipment. This is
essentially what NFV enables by abstracting the network function from the physical
equipment.
Once capacity has been abstracted services or applications can then utilise the capacity
they require without being constrained by how.
Aria’s capacity management platform has partitioned this into “Capacity Group
Templates” (CGTs) and “Service Consumption Templates” (SCTs).
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Name: OTN_CO
Device Type: NODE
Template Type: NORMAL
Version: 1.0
Cost: 0
Description:
Capacity: power
F:1000 I:0 IB:1 FC:0 IC.0
Description: Power-kW
Capacity: rack space
F:10 I:0 IB:1 FC:0 IC:0
Description: Rack Space
Select: LEAST_COST
Children: rack
F:0 I:1000

Name: rack
Device Type: NODE
Template Type: NORMAL
Version: 1.0
Cost: 100
Parent: OTN_CO
Creation: ETSI Complient Rack – 42U High
Capacity: rack_unit
F:42 I:0 IB:1 FC:0 IC.0
Creation: rack_unit where IU * 1.75 inches
Select: LEAST_COST
Children: Large_Chassis
F:1 I:0
Children: Medium_Chassis
F:2 I:0
Children: Small_Chassis
F:3 I:0

Name: Large_Chassis
Device Type: NODE
Template Type: NORMAL
Version: 1.0
Cost: 28500
Parent: rack
Creation Policy: create
Description: Generic OTN Node
Capacity: Slot
F:32 I:0 IB:1 FC:0 IC:0
Description: Slots
Select: ALL
Children: High_Order_Card
F:1 I:32
Children: Customer_Client_Card
F:1 I:32

Name: High_Order_Card
Device Type: NODE
Template Type: NORMAL
Version: 1.0
Cost: 1100
Parent: Large_Chassis
Creation Policy: create
Description: Generic OTN Node
Capacity: OTUC
F:32 I:0 IB:1 FC:0 IC:0
Description: HO OCU3 Signal = 40G

Name: Medium_Chassis
Device Type: NODE
Template Type: NORMAL
Version: 1.0
Cost: 12000
Parent: rack
Creation Policy: don’t create
Description: Generic OTN
Node
Capacity: Slot
F:14 I:0 IB:1 FC:0 IC.0
Description: Slots

Name: Small_Chassis
Device Type: NODE
Template Type: NORMAL
Version: 1.0
Cost: 8000
Parent: rack
CreationPolicy: don’t create
Description: Generic OTN
Node
Capacity: Slot
F:7 I:0 IB:1 FC:0 IC.0
Description: Slots

Name: Customer_Client_Card
Device Type: NODE
Template Type: NORMAL
Version: 1.0
Cost: 1000
Parent: Large_Chassis
Creation Plolcy: create
Description: Generic OTN Node
Capacity: oduc
F:80 I:0 IB:1 FC:0 IC:0
Description: OCU3 DIV = 1.25
Capacity: 1G
F:8 I:0 IB:1 FC:0 IC:0
Description: 8 x 1GE
Capacity: 2.5G
F:4 I:0 IB:1 FC:0 IC:0
Description: 4 x STM16OC48/2.5G
Capacity: 10G
F:1 I:0 IB:1 FC:0 IC:0
Description: 1 x 10G/STM64OC192
Capacity: 40G
F:10 I:0 IB:1 FC:0 IC:0
Description: 1 x 40G/STM256OC768

Figure 6 Instance of a Capacity Group example

2.2.1

Capacity Group Templates
Templates are, in effect, design rules for the network. They describe capacity groups and
service consumption and contain a description of how capacity group instances are
created and consumed by Service Consumption. There are separate templates for CGTs
and SCTs.
The language for defining a CGT should be rich enough to describe all the possible
capacity relationships from simple parent – child to consequential relationships and
disjoint requirements.
A capacity represents some unit on the network which may be consumed. It may
represent something physical such as "bandwidth" or "port", or it could represent
something virtual, such as OPEX capabilities or Virtual Machines.
A capacity group represents a related group of capacities on the network. It contains
one or more capacities and describes how they should be consumed and the
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relationships between capacities. A simple capacity group may contain only a single
capacity or it may contain many capacities. In the latter case the different capacities may
be interrelated or consumed differently under different circumstances.
Capacity groups may be associated with either nodes or links. There are, therefore, node
and link types of capacity groups which provide different capabilities.
Instance data describes individual capacity groups and service demands on a given
network.
If each level of the CGT hierarchy has a cost then a true economic model can be created
simultaneously with capacity management and a whole new domain of network
optimisation can be achieved.

2.2.2

Service Consumption Templates
A service consumption template describes a service type and how this service type
should consume from the available capacity groups. A service type may be consumed
from a single capacity group, but in reality multiple capacity groups are consumed.
A service here is defined as a vehicle to consume capacity. This is not necessarily the
end user service or application. A service could be an aggregated DSL load, Virtual
Machine (VM), Virtual Network Function (VNF) or service chains.
Many different CGTs could present a capacity that a service could use and that capacity
could be provided by virtual SDN enabled devices, e.g. a virtual Firewall or Router on a
service or a physical piece of legacy kit supplied by any vendor.
With the CGT representing all the relationships a simple request for a 100M capacity
could in principle automatically build the port/card/chassis/rack/build etc and if options are
provided within the CGT offer the most cost optimal solution.

2.2.3

A flexible way to create a process flow.
If automation is to be realised then the creation/presentation of data that defines the
network, capacity and its consumption must be programmable. A programmable
environment is very important as it allows the network to change as a result of
performance and load.
In Aria’s vision, the Network is a “computational component” that can be programmed to
effect service transport on the one hand at operational timescales and perform “what if”
scenarios at the other.

2.3

Product Lifecycle
Capacity management is often thought of in an operational context: how to manage
services within an infrastructure or how to repair a service when there is a fault. Whilst
this is very important from a tactical perspective, there are other capacity management
use cases that need careful consideration, especially around optimisation, constraint
management and planning based on new load demands, be they from operational use,
trending or new product release.
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The timescales for change depend on a virtual network under consideration. In a data
centre these can be rapid; spinning up/down scaling in/out VMs and NFVs many times
per minute, whereas in the WAN timescales could be measured in hours or weeks.
Although the timescales for capacity management may change the scope does not.
There are three scope definitions; the design, build and operate phases of the
management of a network.

2.3.1

Design – ROI validation
In the design phase strategic dimensioning and business plan support is considered.
This could involve architectural choices to help set budget and also define the policy
rules. This will tend to be done at the initiation of a project or following budget planning
cycles.

2.3.2

Build – CAPEX planning
In the build phase the strategic plans are put into place. The functionality roll out based
on business demands is planned in a way to satisfy the policies created at design stage,
depending on market forecasts. In the legacy WAN this could involve CAPEX spend
based on budget defined but in the new world this could ensure the virtual network
resources are dimensioned to support the forecasted service mix.

2.3.3

Operate – OPEX and Monetisation
In the operate phase, policy is enforced and network performance monitored.
Reconfiguration, repair and re-optimisation will be a continual process to support the real
time demands of the service layer.
There is the risk here that capacity management could be seen as an operational
requirement. Once a network is self-monitoring and programmable capacity does not
need to be managed. This is wrong. It does need to be managed, whether
automatically, or via human intervention. The same principles of monitor, analyse and
monetise need to be intelligently applied. In an environment with tight operating budget
margin controls, monetisation is very important. This is the first place automation,
enabled by an SDN/NFV environment, will make its presence felt.
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3

Transition to the Virtual Network
Today’s networks have undergone convergence and consolidation to support voice and
data rich applications, but it is not conceivable that the network transition can be treated
as a green field problem to solve.

Fixed Access – Home / Enterprise Networks

Wireless Access / Mobile Core / IMS

Traditional Multilayer Network

Content Distribution Network

Data Centre

Figure 7 Traditional Network showing Access, Core, layering and Content.

An end to end service, as seen by the end user, will need to access the virtual network,
be processed by the network and then be acted upon by some network function. For
example, accessing a music application on a tablet could involve making the request on a
mobile network, data backhaul to a core to be transported to a music server in a data
centre. The user does not care if his service traverses multiple administration domains,
layers of technology and security, or how the server is distributed across geographic
domains. All the user is interested in the quality of service as he listens to his music.
Whilst the user might not care, this journey presents a significant challenge for an
operator and the revenue per bit can vary by many orders of magnitude, depending on
the path of the journey. Will the most cost effective journey be chosen or the best quality
one? And will the operator be able to charge a premium for the best quality journey?
The solution is a single virtual, self-optimising network that can automate the planning
and management of capacity to meet rapidly changing needs. However, this will not
happen immediately. A more likely scenario is the growth of “islands of functionality” that
will evolve around areas of responsibility. Traditional transport networks will start to
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change out expensive routers and network function with high spec servers in an
SDN/NFV environment.
Orchestrator vcm
Orchestrator vcm
CSPF

IP Routers
MME

SGW

SDN
Enable
NEs

DNS

SBC
BGP
Routers

Svr / Hardware

Svr / Hardware

Traditional Multilayer Network

Fixed Access – Home/Enterprise Networks

Global vcm
Orchestrator
Orchestrator vcm

Orchestrator vcm
vBS

vNF – Service Chain

Svr / Hardware

Wireless Access / Mobile Core / IMS

Svr / Hardware

Content Distribution Network

Data Centre

Figure 8 Islands of functionality as the tradition network evolves to a virtual network.

Each “island of functionality” will have the same application/control/infrastructure layer as
before and thus have its own orchestrator. However, until a single virtual network is built
there will still need to be a “Global Orchestrator,” or at least an orchestrator-orchestrator
interface standard for there to be a full end to end service.
This area is not yet being considered in any standards body or working group. The
difficulty is that as it spans so many different disciplines, it is hard for any one group to
take the lead. Leadership will be required though, if network virtualisation and all it
promises is not to lose momentum.
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4

Conclusion
The potential of SDN and NFV are significant. If operators are to remain competitive in
an environment where margins are falling and service quality expectations are increasing,
the route to a Virtualised Network with a SDN supported by NFV needs to be rapidly
adopted.
Whilst the technology and business drivers to achieve this already exist, two very
different network communities need to converge on a single virtualised view of the
network. A number of technical and commercial issues also need to be solved, of which
the management and orchestration of capacity is a critical factor. Aria Networks
designed its iVNT, Capacity Planner and Analytics solution on this premise.
A new approach is needed: one that thinks of networks, capacities and consumption as
enablers to the provision of services and applications to a population of consumers who
rarely consider the network between them and their content and who also do not expect
to pay much for it.
In this environment, understanding the cost of delivering capacity, maximising capacity
from current network assets and having a clear and transparent return on investment
route from network investment are essential elements to delivering profitability in the
future. Aria Networks’ software suite enables service providers to achieve this in the
journey to a software defined future.
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